
 

 

 

GUÍA  6° BÁSICOS 

UNIT : REINFORCEMENT 

“ GOING TO  “ 

 

 I.- Vocabulary : Identify these works into Spanish 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

II .-Write sentences about  Sally´s  intentions using affirmative and 

negative forms 

Example :.- have a job  ( yes)     go to school  (no ) 

S he is going to have   a job  /    She isn´t going to  go to schooL 

 

1.- drive my car ( yes) /  take a bus ( no ) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2.- save my money ( yes ) / spend all my money ( No ) 

Fire fighter= manager= 

dancer sports = 

swimmer= actress= 

writer= vet = 

journalist= mechanic= 

pilot = reporter= 

farmer = lawyer = 

nurse =  driver= 

Teacher = Pinter = 



 

3.- put her jeans ( yes )  / wear uniform ( No ) 

 

 

III .-Write about your next vacation using “Going to” 

You can use the box   
 

 

Visit interesting places  - stay in a hotel – take pictures – eat cakes – 

swim in the swimming pool – eat out in the restaurant 

 

1.- I am going to --- -------------------------------------------------- 

2 .- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

3 .- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

4 .- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

5 .- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

IV.- Read the  text and answer 

 

 Ben and Susan are planning a trip. They are going to go to fun camp for 

a fantastic vacation. They are going to make  new friends. They are 

going to  sleep  in a tent on the beach. Susan is going to swim in the 

ocean. Ben is going to fish in the morning 

 

ANSWER 

1.- What are they planning? 

 

2.- Where are they going to go? 

 

3.- Where are they going to sleep? 

 

4.- What is Susan going to do? 

________________________________________________________ 

5.-Are they going to make new friends? 

_________________________________________________________  

6.- What is Ben going to do? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



V.- Write a text using “ going to “ . You can use the words of  the box 

 

Davis and Sara – to go Brazil  /  to visit  a museum – for a fantastic day /  

to see many places  / to take  photos  / to have lunch – in the cafeteria /  

to go back  at 4:30. 

 

   EX.: David and Sara are going to visit different cities 

1.- - --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2.-  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-3.-  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4.-  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-5.-  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                          FUTURE PLANS AND INTENTIONS 

                      

 

 

             REMEMBER 

Affirmative form Iam going to run a race in New York 

Negative  form I am not  going to run in New York 

Interrogative form 

Direct questions 

Are you going to run in New York ? 

Where are you going to run ? 

 

   


